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TES FUTURE OF SOUTHERN AFRICA

INTRODUCTION*

by Safflir AMIN

In December 1975# on the .i oint initiative of the African
Institute for Economic Development and Planning (I.D.E.P.) and the
Cornaittee for the Liberation of Southern Africa which is chaired by our

brother Nathan Shaauyarira, an important conference on the problems of
Southern Africa was held at the University of Bar-es-Salaam. Several
dozen participants, university teachers and researchers from Southern
Africa and Africans from other regions, militants of the liberation
movements who are sometimes forced to emigrate to Europe, European scholars
committed to the struggle side by side with their African brothers, and
hundreds of students, discussed, with the deep feeling the subject deserves,
the new prospects opened up for the region by newly conquered independence
of Mozambique and Angola.

The Conference was held at a date which already seemed likely
to be the decisive turning-point in the history of the liberation of
Southern Africa. After three centuries of foreign settlement, and one

century of colonialism and rising imperialism, the time had come for the
ebbing of the tide. For Southern Africa had been absent from the rendea-vous
of "independences" at the beginning of the 60s. The Central African
Federation, perfidious creation of British imperialism, was to deprive the

people of Zimbabwe of the elementary right to formal independence that
had been granted almost everywhere else in Africa. Zimbabwe was not to be
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another Kenya, at least for the time being. The fact is that the settlers1
claims to exclusive power were powerfully echoed in Azania, in the heart
of the citadel which comprises the merging of the interests of the Anglo-
Boer settlers, of their State, and of American, British and European

monopoly capital. And whereas in the Belgian Congo - not without delay and
reluctance - the blind paternalist colonialism of Brussels was forced to
make the concessions which the British and French elsewhere had managed
to keep within limits, the Portugal of Salazar was obstinately holding on

to its "African provinces". Under these circumstances, the independence of
Zambia, Malawi, Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland did not really trigger off
the liberation of the region. On the contrary, these independences were

intended, in the imperialist mind and strategy, to be the ultimate
concessions that would strengthen the domination of South African monopoly

capital and the State over the whole of the region.

But, here as elsewhere, events were to turn out differently :

the future depends on the struggle of the peoples and not on the designs
of their oppressors. Hie steadfastness and force with which the peoples
of Mo.^arnbique and Angola conducted their fight turned the tide in favour
of the struggle for liberation in Zimbabwe, Namibia and Azania. This forced
imperialism, from 1975» to draw back again. To draw back, but not, of
course, to capitulate.

The purpose of this introduction is not to make a "summary"
of the contributions published in this book, but to suggest an overall
view of the problems of the national liberation struggle in Southern Africa
at the various stages of its evolution and of its integration into the
world capitalist system. Therefore, we shall consider in turn : 1} the



general framework defined by the stage-by-stage constitution of dependent
capitalisa in tropical Africa and particularly in its southern region, 2) the
significance of the hard-won victory of the peoples of Angola and Mo trambique.
3"* the new strátegy of imperialism after that victory, and 4^ the problems
of the liberation struggle in the heart of the "Empire", in Azania*

1 - Peripheral capitalisa in tropical Africa and in its southern region

The southern area as a whole is the most "advanced" part of the
continent south of the Sahara, and the most deeply integrated into the world
capitalist system as a dominated peripheral region. In dealing wit: the
transition to peripheral capitalism in tropical Africa, or in other words,
tie transition to underdevelopment, I have asserted that, up to now,

capitalism has penetrated only marginally and superficially south of the
Sahara, except in southern Africa. To a great extent, Africa is still a reserve
area for capitalist development.^

It seems to me that one can distinguish three separate stages
in the formation and development of peripheral capitalisas. In the first stage,
the precapitalist society; is subjected to a foreign power which imposes on
it certain productive activities geared to export. These activities take
rarious forms, from systems of pure and simple plunder and economic devasta¬
tion, to the colonial trade system and/or economies based on mining enclaves.
Economic devastation does not even allow for the simple reproduction of the
economy, and in particular does not allow for the reproduction of the labour
power (e.g. the mining economies of early Spanish America, or the "charter
companies" in French Equatorial Africa and the Belgian Congo). The colonial
trade economies ("économies de traite") are characterized by the subordination
of the peasantry to merchant capital (thi3 form of the domination of the



apitalist node of production over precapitalist modes is the "African"
equivalent of the slave-based economies of the Americas . lhe
economies could exist only after it became possible to export capital.
This first phase is therefore marked by the absence of proletarianisation,

and, therefore, of the capitalist mode of production itself.

The domination of the capitalist mode of production - still
external at this stage - is assured through political destination. Biis is
still the case for Rhodesia, The analysis that G. Arrighi made of that
economy demolishes tiie ideological myth of the "poaceabie" introduction
of capitalist relations, supposedly resulting from the spontaneous reactions
of homo econoaicus to the comparison between different "incomes" derived"

2/
from alternative "productive activities".-7 In eye-efsaing fashion,
Pierre Philippe Rey too has demonstrated the role o1 political domination,
using the example of the Congo - defining in the process the nature of
the transition and of the political economy of colonisation.-^

Certainly, tropical Africa, with tkf exception of southern
Africa, is in large part still at this stage of integration into the world
system. It would be a mistake, however, to fot&t that Africa is today in
the process of crossing the threshold that was crossed elsewhere starting
as early as 1930, Eiis second phase is characterised by the massive
implantation of direct capitalist relations. ïhe implantation, which
takes place within a context of industrialisatioa by iport substitution,
takes the form of different combinations, varying according to country, of
foreign,private native, and state capital. The surface effects of this

•f '

type of development are well-known ; distortions in lac:Ate distribution and
demand which, reproduce tue conditions of t' . system, such as unemployment
and marginalisation, etc. But a more discer ning analysis is necessary. The
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particularity of this peripheral mode of capitalist production Í3 that it
t i—

enjoys the advantages ,ofJbpth cheap labour and modern technology at the same
time. The need for the latter implies an external dependence vhich is
continually renewed, no longer because it is imposed from the'outside, but
because it is actively sought out by the local social classes which stand to

gain by it. The need for the former implies the maintenance of precapitalist
relations by means of alliances with specific classes. In other words, there
are two problems to be analyzed : (a) the special character of the peripheral
mode of capitalist production in relation to the central mode, and (V: the
domination of lhe peripheral, mode over the precapitalist mode. In tropical

Africa, the method of industrialisation by import substitution was initiated
quite late, at a time when the multinational corporations already dominated
the scene. This fact, together with the original weakness - indeed, quasi
non-existence - of private native capital, lent several unique characteristics
to the process. First of all, its modern character, and therefore, its
ability to develop very quickly. How could one explain the heated straggle
among the great powers for influence on African territory, if they did not
feel there was an important potential that could be exploited in a slort
space of time? Then there is the important local role played by the state
bourgeoisies. Elsewhere in the Third I'orld the development of phase two
is carried out in large measure by the "private" national bourgeoisies.
Since there are none in Africa, the unfolding of phase two is left to the
bureaucratic petty-bourgeoisie, which aspires to broaden its base arid
consolidate its power thereby, through the use of the state. It is this
transformation, or at least the goal of transformation, which is so striking
in Africa, where, for that reason, the majority of experiments are quickly
characterized as being "socialist". This is not nearly so often the case
in Asia and Latin America, even though these areas have reached a higher
level of development.



A third phase ia the «relation of peripheral capitalisa ia now

beginning. While in phaae one external demand. constituted the sole motor
for growth, in phase two this is no longer the ease. With industrialisation,
it is the internal oarhet which begins to provide the primary impetus for
growth, even though this market is a distorted one. However, in this second

phase, the export trade retains its earlier structure (export of primary
goodsIt is on the import side that a structural modification is
noticeable* Imported industrial goods and food products replace manufactured
consuaptien goods (the appearance of food imports in countries which are

still primarily agricultural reflects the distortion in the allocation of
resource® , to the detriment of agricultural production in the conditions
of peripheral capitalisé. Proa this moment on, the aggravation of the
contradictions inherent in phase two create» the internal and external
conditions for a new phase characterized by a new, but still unequal,
international division of labour in which the periphery becomes the
exporter of «classical» industrial products (thereby leaving to the centre
the benefits of specialisation within the more modern industries), and
the importer of food surpluses from advanced capitalist agriculture. The
sstablishment of runaway industries In the Far East is indicative of this
new tendency of tee system.

It is by no means impossible that Africa win rapidly begin
taking part in this new international division of labour, in which case

phasea two and three would tend te bland together, lhe accelerated process
of urbanisation now underway makes it impossible to suppose that the
continent will in twenty years look the same as it does now* Since it
creates tee growing urban proletariat required for tee new type of
"development", this acceleration indicates teat tee tralitional rural

systems are decomposing, also at an accelerated rate.



^pd«r these conditions, it soaras Incorrect to view the class of
wage-earners as a unifora mis» of "privileged" persons benefiting, ever., in
««all raeasure, free Hie system. They do benefit - la varying degrees - but on¬

ly at Hm» very outset of the transition fro» phase one to phase two» An
overly static analysis allows oae to project this temporary situation into
the future. It is not even true, for that natter, that wages in the 1960s
went up everywhere» la this respect, it would be wrong to assurae too
hastily that the workers are now "privileged"»^ to Zaire for essapto, the
real wages of the proletariat and of the less well-paid white collar workers
fell by 40 percent between I960 and 1968*& In a mssber of countries raosey

wages (like the prices of food products for export) have been frozen,
while worldwide inflation and an increase in indirect taxation have

considerably eroded their real velue» Almost erverywhere the "new class»
carves out a large portion of the national Intone at the expense of the
peasantry and the urban prolétariat, to this way, it creates the conditions
for a perverted development, which can proceed very quickly if, as in BradLl,
foreign capital and the state agree to finance it» lhe growth of the
mrglaal population; peralta a progressive reduction in those •privileges'*
granted to the proletariat at an earlier stage. Looking at the natter in
this light, I ara vary reluctant to characterize the aess of African «age-
earners as a labour aristocracy"»

Thus arise the conditions that raake possible a convergence
between the Marginalised aasaes, the urban proletariat, and the impoverished
and haH-proletariani»ed poor peasantry* While 1 reject the «esaianic belief
in the revolutionary vocation of the proletariat, X cannot see "poor people»
or "peasant*" in this role, either* However, it would be a Mistake to
underestimate the ispoartance of peasant revolts, which have set the African



continent ablaze in the last twenty years - even though some of them have
been co-opted by a "populist" petty-bourgeoisie, owing to a lack of ideology
and organisation} while others have sunk into the morass of "tribalism".

With tils in wind, I would like to revise some of the ideas that I expressed
ten years ago regarding the supposedly "progressive" character of the

growth of petty cosnodily production and the disintegration of precapitalist
relations, lhe debate around this theme brings to memory the exchange of
views between Marx and Vera Zarsilich over the potential of the Russian air.

Twenty years later, Lenin was to call the populist strategy incorrect, because
in the meantime developing capitalism had spread to the Russian countryside «

Today a mediocre and short-sighted capitalism has already invaded numerous

regions in Africa, But in Tansaxia and other countries, a correct ideology
a«d correct organisational structures mean, that the Ujaaaa, for exasçle,
represent a step toward a socialist transformation, The proper ideology and
organisational structure are tioae which ensure the development of the
fundamental alliance between the exploited proletariat and the peasantry,
That is why any development ot production based on the market and profit
(particularly agrarian capitalism) which calls this alliance into question
will prove negative in the Jong run, even if in the short run it facilitates
the rapid growth of production, This type of development generates inequalities
which are not historically necessary, and in fact are negative in terms of
the long-term growth of production.

This is the cfux of the matter. In my opinion, the transition in

Africa, as well as in tie Third World generally, demauds that the main effort
be co ncentrated on increasing productivity in those sectors in which the

great masses of peppîa are engaged, and that this increase be designed to
/

bring about an lame&ate improvement in their living conditions» But agrarian
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capitalisa makes both these developments impossible, and therefore the
socialist road is historically necessary. In this perspective, the role
of the "modera" sector has to be reversed at present, the meager surplus
drawn from the poor sector serves to feed the other, but it is the opposite
which should be envisaged, as is amply demonstrated by the experiences
of China, Korea, Viet-îteia and Cambodia. That is Athe necessary condition
for a true liberation, particularly in Southern Africa, where the third
phase of peripheral development is already veil under pay, and where, also,
national liberation (in Angola and Mozambique still permits the highest
hopes. V Tj

yl
2 - The liquidation of Portuguese colonialism aad its consequences

There is co doubt that the primary aim of South African
expansionism which, as will be seen, is a necessary condition for the
survival of the system, is constituted by Angola and Mozambique, which
Pretoria is trying to reconquer after the victory of these countries'
liberation movements over Portuguese colonialism. Hence, it;;is necessary
to examine more closely tâw nature of the Portuguese colonial system and
of the economic and social rtructtsres which it bequeathed to the now

Independent States, particularly in Angola, the "richest" and, therefore,
the most coveted of Lisbon's tormr colonies.

The slaw trade, particularly active on this part of the
Atlantic coast, distorted aad impoverished the evolution of the Kongo
kingdom ï the country becas» depopulated, the diffewatlAtiensy.within the
traditional society were gradually eliminated, aad the old Statq structure
was broken up. These are the remote origins of Africa's underdevelopment,
which began with its integration into the capitalist system eme^gihg

V. ' '
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titt) mercantilist period. ïhe ectmcaay- of straightforward colonial trado and

of mining which extended from the conquest to the end of last century and up
to the 50s, constitutes the second stage of the formation of tmder-develcpzaant
In Angola* The mechanisms of this exploitation are veil known : colonial
"valorisation" (miss en valeur) based on the development of exported cash
crops and mineral products (coffee, sisal, diamonds...) which ensures most of

the economic growth, a protected market for the conmsser manufactures and

agricultural surpluses of Portugal (textiles, vines...), covering the mother
country's foreign exchange deficits; financing by the colony itself of the
colonial administrative apparatus and the infrastructure Investments needed for

this evploitatioa. This type of "valorisation» requires a very harsh
exploitation of the proletariat and of the peasant masses integrated into
the colonial trade system (économie de traite), it accelerates the
prolétarisation of the peasants and demands continual recourse to "non

economicí! «eth#âs, such as forced labour. So far, there Is nothing to

distinguish the Portuguese colonies frees the other European colonies in
Africa. î» ouf view, it cannot b© sufficiently emphasised that Portuguese
colonisation in Africa was by no means "more backward" and "more brutal"
than the other». The economic «valorisation1* of the Portuguese colonies at
the *nd of the 50s vas no less advanced than that ftf the whole continent, as
♦fitness the sain indicators (gross domestic product, exports sad investment
per head), la this sphere, the Portuguese "plans" closely resemble, even in their
details, the French "Fides" and the racist and servile methods (direct
administration, refusal to train a local "élite", forced labour) common to
the whole ftontlnent. Va» difference between the Portuguese colonies and the
others relates ouch less to the past (prior to 19^0) than to the prospects

opened up by Angola and Mozambique coming within the orbit of the nascent impe¬
rialism of South Africa.

It is true that already in 19ÓQ Angola presented one special
feature which vac to be accentuated subsequently and facilitate its integration
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into the South African sphere : it bega*1 to become a settlement colony.
It mist be recalled here that Portuguese emigration is the result of the
development of capitalism in the mother country, Indeed, the dictatorship
of Salazar reduced Portugal » s traditional centuries-long dependence on

England, tending to align it with the Fascist powers. During the 30s,
and during and after lhe war, the Portuguese bourgeoisie improved its
position in the internal and external political balance of the country, and
this enabled capitalisa to expand. Ibis expansion entailed an acceleration
«f prolétarisation in the coun^yaide. Emigration - a safety-valve
attenuating the social crisis - became a necessity, just as it did for
England in the middle of the 19th century and Germany and Central Europe
at the end of the century, then they were able to talcs advantage of the
settlement of America end "he white Dominions• However, that ©migration
had barely started when th» war of liberation broke out. The average annual
rate of growth of the while population rose from 7,9 % between 1940 and
1950 to nearly 12 % for lie text decade. So that when in I960, Britain,
France «ad then Belgium decided to carry out a partial "decolonisation"
from above, the reason why Portugal refused to do so was not that the

Portuguese were parti ularly "stupid" or unable to do the same because of
"racist" prejudice, ft is simply because, at that stage of its development,
the Portuguese bourgeoisie needed colonies and because the neo-cdenial
system would not hr/e enabled it to solve its rural exodus problem in the
mm my, the Portuguese bourgeoisie, which was preparing to enter Europe,
needed its color'»,»s for thaï raaaon. It is not therefore Portugal*» "back¬
wardness" which would explain its ultra-colonialism; on the contrary, tills
ultra-colonialism is the product of its modernisation. What, indeed, was

Portugal*s alternative ; if the «Apitai resources provided by the pillage
of its colonies and the dumping of its surplus manpower had ceased, it
would have bad to rely more on European capital an! intensify the emigration
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of Its peasants to Europe. There is no doubt that this alternative weald
have weakened its bargaining power. Ejis is a problem which has become
evident since "25 April" and the loss of the colonies.

Ihe war of liberation put paid to this Portuguese design. The
dialectics of the struggle shifted the issue and henceforth involved the
future of Angola and Mozambique in that of all southern Africa. The
alternative is no longer : either Portuguese colonisation or liberation
(neo-colonial or real), bit 5 either integration into the orbit of the new

South African imperial!sa? ar liberation (real, of course).

In order to sake the peoples of Angola and Mozambique bear the
cost of the war, Portugal was, oddly enough, forced to "develop" Angola;
or let us rather say to accentuate its colonial "valorisation" (mise en

valeur), lhe extraordinary growth of mining (iron, petroleum, diamonds)
and of European plantation agriculture suggests an "économie miracle". For
there is nothing to distinguish the economic structure of tills type of
accelerated growth from that of some other independent African countries
where, in just the way, the impetus and control of growth are

entirely assumed by foreign capital. Had it not been for the - increasingly
costly - war of liberation, this rapid economic growth would have been
self-financing as regards the public motor (administration and infra¬
structure investment), and the external balance of payments ami the public
finances would have been healthy. The deficit in these two sectors was due
to the war. Ho»c> this dialectical process of war and accentuation of
economic valorisation dispossessed Portugal, It was major foreign capital
(American, European, Japanese and, increasingly, South African) which
financed mining development, and it was South African capital which
financed tb# settler colonisation (e.g. the development of 50Q,000 hectares
thank» to tSc Grove dam),

\ V



Gradually, the white power established in Angola acquired its
autonomy with respect to Portugal and became integrated in the south African
sphere * Tm light industry which began to fee built up was likely to be less
and i®sa confined to the traditional industries of "upgrading everts" and
import substitution of non-durable manufactures for the consumption of
the African atasses integrated la the world market, as is the case else-
where In Africa, Around tlx® nucleus of white settlement, there could fee
constituted a "self-centred*1 industry which would hare gone further, as in
tlx® cs.se of Rhodesia and South Africa, the African# supplying this industry
vi th «heap labour» This modal of internal coiotxis&tlon which developed in
this whole region of Africa is based on the marginal!gatioxi of the Africans
to who» th© system does not allow access to the market (consequence of
their msper-esploitfttion} « lhe worsening racism (apartheid) then appears ,

not as a «v®itig© of the pest" destined to diminish as development
progresses, but on the contrary, as a fors of promising future development
for white cap!taliem in southern Africa, aiwihilating the illusions (if
any!) of those who propose a "dialogue" with the racists of Pretoria»
These phenomena of internal colonialista, common in Latin America, males
southern Africa (and Angola) not the most backward region of the continent,
but tlx© most «advanced", and also, for that, reason, the region where th®
contradictions are most acutej hence, the radicaliselion of the struggle,
the possible confusion between the theme of national liberation and that
of socialism.

The whole of South African expansionism is a function of the
following option i South African capital accumulation needs an expanding
space, especially &e it is based on a sxtper-exploitatiorx of the black masses
and the market constituted by the anciens of white settlement is Halted,



that tília wspaaiing apace has to supply a proletariat who are refused the
normal conditions of its own reproduction» Hence, this part of the world
is liable to look mr& and more like the Hitlerian project of a gigantic
concentration oasp, But the project can be checkmated if the peoples'
resistance wakes It Impossible to recruit new slaves, just as the Roman

fepire ultimately began to break up from the time when the sources of slave
raids had begun to dry up.

One oanaot help seeing an analogy with Israel, which is
following exactly the same dynamic» sud now propose» to impose not peace,
bot the acceptance of an "overture* which would make the Arab States sesd-
ooloc&es of Israel just as South Africa is constituting its clientèle of
vassals,

Ikes* problems mat not, therefore, be looked on as "conflicts
of mtíoR&Xism»8 {Hack nationalism versus South African nationalism, Arab
mrm» Israeli), but as contemporary forms of the conflict between
iwp&ri&Hsm and the people», At fee present time, southern Africa reminds
m that Hitler is not behind us, but, ala», still in front of us,

3 - % ft?* *° Bcwtíxexn Africa

"She victory of the peoples of Angola and MosasaMque has farced
isspOTialisss to retreat but not to surrender, 1h±a victory my either open up
a mw pha.se of liberation, which c&n only end In the victory of socialism
in tít» whole region (wc tried to outline the nature and strategy of this Ijx
section. %)t cr, should this struggle ultimately faU,, it may accelerate tîie
establishment of new, acre advanced foras of isqjerialist exploitation of the
peoples, in the context of a vm unequal international division of labour .
So the new strategy of imperialism is intent on diverting the national
liberation struggle in order to eosesit the region to the latter path, and
ultiwatsly, t& frustrate the historical possibility of a true liberation.
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Let us not forget the historical experience of tie other regions
of Africa. TEb.® victory' of the Egyptian people in 1956, when it recovered the
Sises Canal and forced tine British, French and Israeli aggressors to give up

c
their occupation of it,, and the long, tenacious armed struggle of the
Algerian people since 1964, had at the time induced the British and the
French to conceive and .itplment' a "decolonisation" south of the Sahara.
AM while that policy did indeed aark a retreat by i^erialiKa, it was

nevertheless perfectly continued and thereby ensured, an even closed
intégration of the continent into the neo-coXoni&l imperialist system.

Moreover, in the North of the continent, the victories of 1956 and 19«2
lave not settled the essential problems, either as regards establishing
an irreversible popular social power, or even as regards liquidating the
hard cor® of direct imperialist presence represented by the Zionist State.
And one would have to be naively optimistic uot to soe the collusion of
Hi® mw ruling classes of the region with iraperialiara and danism.

In the new imperialist strategy, the Portuguese defeat of 1975
should trigger off the amo kind of setrûessat in southern Africa, hi three
parts : 1} the definitive «recognition" of the- racist State of South Africa
and tlie afeemíoning of our Mack brothers (to be ccsspaml to that of Israel
and the abandoning of Hie Palestinians}; 2)..£h© tutelage of that State
over the peoples of Lesotho, Swaziland, Botswana and Namibia ~ to which a
"seœi-ladependence " might be granted - and over.the Bantustans - one quarter
"independent" ï (to" be compared to the Israeli protectorates" over Palestine
and - who knows? - Lebanon and Jordan); 3) poo-colonial strengthening or

restoration in Malawi, Zambia, Tanzania, Mozambique and Angola (to be
coap&red to the "restorations" in the Middle

t.
1

■P

But that is aa imperialist design..-lhe a&sver of the peoples of
ths region was soon given in Sow®to. Nevertheless, this imperialists are

•it

1*
J>' *
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Still continuing their action aud drying to "sottie the Rhcdesian affair in

fiie Kenyan way". Xf they succeeded, it would not be South Africa that would
be isolated, but HossaMque and. Angola. Such, in any case, are the hopes
of Mir, Kissinger and of the officials of the former Colonial Office in

London, who have given up «Making out and iaplaaenting their own. strategy
of redaj&oymeat, So th© latter are hera repeating their rdle of "runner-up",
ef herald of American iaperiellttK, which they played in Palestine thirty
years earlier.

Therefore, the anaaouaceaest that the "poor whites* (petits
blancs ) of Zimbabwe were |olng to be sacrificed on the altar of injperialism
was by so means unexpected Had cot Se Gaulle, in the sane way and with
the mm strategic aim, <acriflced the «Pieds-Noirs» in Algeria in 1962?
A Meter&eal coincidence had induced the British to .reproduce in that
regie® of Africa, in th» edddle of the 20th century, an attempt at agrarian
settle? colonisation t&ch the French had conducted in Algeria in the 19th
century,, Bat in Zteb&bf», just as in Algeria, the lavs of the capitalist
etouesiy mm finally t© prevail s gradually, the "sattll" whit» planters bad
to give way to tobacco-proving coepanies closely integrated with the
cigarette industry aoqapollss. After the second world war, the centre of
Fp-a.ri.ty of the atonoay of the white colonisation shifted towards light

industry, feeding its growth by its own demand. Thus a parasitic industry was

gradually built up, eee which was not integrated with African agriculture
&1though it is partly supplied by it (by the cheap labour it provides)
without ever ©erring it (either with inputs to iaprtnre ite productivity,
or with cowneser good» corresponding to the increased income of its
producers). Here again, there is a parallel with the canker of European
settles*»! la North África* Nathan Sbaauyarira, «du» has dealt in this
book with the plantation economy, shows that while neo-eolordaligia is an

laposaible aystea far the "poor whites", there is always the threat of a

"Kenyan" solution, «ince the black bourgeoisie, however embryonic, is ready
to take over the white settler lands. The historical weaknesses of the
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liberation movement in Zimbabwe favour these speculations. The fact remains
that the ever possible obstinacy of the "poor whites" on the one iiand, and
the radicalisation of the liberation struggle with its new base in

Mozambique on the other, way, together, demolish the neo-colonial dreams.

the same - mutatis mutandis •• applies to Namibia." 'After having
been handed over to the South Africans by the British, 'die Namibiau people,
though subjected to savage 'forms of oppression (sec the study by Tjiriaqgp),
lias managed to keep in clieck die "bantustui ligation" project prepared by
Pretoria to settle its fate. By overcoming the so-called "tribali: divisions,
by isolating the collaborationist "traditional" chiefs, the Namibiaa national
liberation movement is compelling imperialism to hesitate between two

strategies •. either to support South Africa, or to attempt an "independent"
neo-colonial solution. On tlie first assumption, the accentuation of the
s truckle in Namibia is likely sooner or later to find a response in tue

regions wliere the "Bautust&n" policy has so far managed to "keep things
cool".

For the "Bantustan" strategy must not be taken lightly by the
forces of liberation. It is not enou^t to demonstrate that the authorities^
of Transkei are utterly devoted to Pretoria; that is obvious. It is not

enough to denounce the operations of "tribal division" or even to claim
that "tribalism" cannot coexist witl capitalism. This is already more

debatable : capitalism is capable cf coexisting (dominating them with

precapitalist forms which enable it to grab a super-profit for itself, to
transform the precapitalist forms of surplus into surplus value anà profit.
The fact is that the organisation of "reserves" of chfeap labour, the tribal
confinement in these reserves, and the creation of a class of collaborating
chiefs, while they have not prevented an awakening of proletarian class
consciousness among the migrant workers at the places where they arc



exploited, have so f&p limited the pursuit of their struggle in their home¬
land "reserves". Certainly, we have very little information about the class

struggles inside the Bantustans. For example, we do not know about land
distribution. But this very ignorance is evidence of Pretoria's success in

this area, lhe façt remains that these struggles may well become more

radical even there, especially if, as is possible, the news of the successes

of our Namibian comrades reaches them. AU the objective conditions e?:ist
which enable us to assimilate such struggles with those which the African

proletariat is wiging in the very heart of South Africa (see the articles
of Richard Monock and I.B, Tabata .

In our view, there is not the slightest doubt that if the neo¬

colonial designs were to be frustrated in Zimbabwe and in Namibia, the
imperial equilibrium which dominates the independent countries (Zambia.
Malavi, Botswlaa, Lesotho and Swaziland would prove very shaky. And if the
South African positions in the economy of the whole region were challenged,
that would alio reveal the vulnerability of the positions of the monopolies
in South Afrfia itself. For accumulation in the heart of the "Empire" is also
fed with sup4r-profits derived from the whole northern belt : the mines of

Namibia, Botiwana and Angola, the energy of Angola and Mozambique (Kunene
and Cabora Bassa and the many investments in all these countries (tourism,
plantation agriculture, miscellaneous industries, railways, etc... . In
this connection, Nyathi1 s article gives us some useful information. It goes

without sayiig that these positions, already shaken in Mozambique and in
Angola, endaiger the whole edifice. Hence, there is no doubt that, despite
secondary divergences as to goals and strategies (see the article by
W, Minter), the whole of the external reactionary forces (South African,
Portuguese, 'European and North American capital), will form an alliance
with the internal reactionary forces, in Mozambique and Angola and elsewhere,
in order to try to reverse the gear.
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4 - The contradictions oí the South African system

Nothing will be finally acliieved in the region until decisive
blows have been struck at the heart of the Empire : in Asania .itself. Hence,
there is a need for a sound analysis of the i.ature and specific features of

capitalism in South Africa, if we want to understand the real reasons for
its necessary expansionism.

South Africa is the only relatively developed industrial pole
on the continent south of the Sahara, the most Iiighly proletarianisec!; the
only African country south of the Sahara whose Industrial proletariat is
numbered in millions and not in tens of thousands• Throughout the continent,
there is no other working class so numerous except in Egypt. Therefore, it
is absolutely necessary to understand the nature of the South African system,

and its particularities, in order to analyse correctly and concretely the
real contradictions it is undergoing.

For it is a total system : in it, liistorv, economics, politics
and ideology are not juxtaposed but integrated in a consistent whole. In
this context South African racism is not an epiphenomenon inherited from
the past, wh ch the economic system could do without just as it can take
advantage of it. It is essentially to the mechanism of the economy. 'He
society and the economy of South Africa are not at all "dualistic" becai.so
the "reserves" have an essential function in the service of the "modern"

sector? that of providing cheap labour. Hence, the economy is necessarily
externally-oriented. For the domestic market is strictly limited by the
low wages of the Africans, whereas the export sector gets the advantage of
these wages which, together with the use of modern technology,enable
particularly high profits to be made. Hie mining economy, which \t&s the work
of British (not Boer' capital, was the first to benefit from the "reserve"
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system and apartheid. ïhe patriarchal Boer agrarian economy, for its part,
which could have been threatened by modernisation ajid concentration, was able
to subsist despite its backward techniques, thanks to this cheap manpower. It is
also because the domestic market is limited that the State had to take the

initiative in creating self-centred industries (iron and steel, etc. .

We can, therefore, understand vr-the (English-speaking opposition
lias to remain unsubstantial. ïhe system, a perfectly consistent one, cannot

collapse by itself under the effect of a so-called contradiction between the
economic plane (which might be interested in improving wages) and the politico-
ideological plane. Ibe natural "solution" lor the system is expansion.dsm, the
extension of the dominated ;:one remedying the inadequate domestic market.

Indeed, developments in Rhodesia, the South African designs on Angola aiid
Mosarabique, the economic "annexation" of Malawi, and the threats hanging over

Zambia, Madagascar and Tanzania, siiow that fifteen years of this type of

rapid growth have led South Africa to this conclusion. South African reality
totally refutes the "optimists" who think that economic wealth must

necessarily lead gradually to the atténuatiou of social distortions (talcing
the racial form in this case'5 : the system can also evolve towards increasingly
barbaric oppression,

this is the context in which we must examine tite specific issues
which arise concerning: South. Africa. We will consider two of them, widch.,
indeed. were widely debated during tite conference : 1) tlie issue of the
"white working class" arid 2s whether tite system is 'bub-ii^erialist" or not.

îhe issue is tite following : is there in South Africa a "widte

working class" which is exploited like the black proletariat by the same

capital? Is the antagonism between Blacks and Whites in the mines and factories
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the product of an astute policy of the ruling class, dividing the workers
along racial lines and creating thereby an inequality in political rights?
Or is tiie "white working class" a "pseudo-proletariat", i.e. a class wlack
does not generate surplus value but shares with capital in its appropriation?
both arguments were passionately defended, and the book contains a reflection
of them in the contributions of Nyathi, Uolpe, Davies and Slovo, as well as in
some other booksfá

We know that the international workers' movement of the 2nd. and

3rd Internationals and that of the dissident Trotskyites lias always adopted
the first point of view, and called the second one "nationalist deviation".

The analysis of the accounting figures of the mining sector (see
V.M. Nyathi) shows that the sector's gross output in 1972 amounted to 1.9
billion rands, which included O.ó for inpi^ts and depreciation, leaving a

value added of 1.3 billion divided between O.ó billion for wages and 0.7
billion for. surplus value (rate of surplus value : about 130 %)» Hiis total
value added divided by the total number of workers in the sector gives 19^3
rands per head. Now the average wage of the white worker there is 5098 rands,
and that of the KLack 302 rands. Under these conditions, who could claim that
the white workers do not consume more of the surplus titan they help to

produce?

But, rejoin the defenders of the first argument, this calculation
leaves out of account the unequal productivities of the two categories of
workers, iîtis argument I would unhesitatingly- call ideological. For the

product is the result of collective work and its division between the
different categories.of workers who compose the collective does not depend
on the "productivity" of each category. The liierarchy of these "productivitied
cannot be measured by that of the wages, a3 bourgeois economics does.



thereby resorting to pure tautology, îf this hierarchy were determined by
the differentiated cost of production of the different categories of labour

power, as Marx suggests in his analysis of the value of this labour power,

it would be infinitely more compressed, because the "semi-skilled!! and even

"professional" worker is .almost as much "dov.ugraded" (déqualifié by the
progress of capitalist teclmology as the labourerMoreover, it .is, obvious
that the so-called "higher" categories are largely engaged in "supervising"
the work and hence can be classified among the unproductive jobs necessitated
by the mode of exploitation.

There is an obstinate rejection of these essential truths, and

it is easy to see why. Mutatis mutandis, the same kind of questions character¬
ise the relations of capitalist exploitation on lite world scale, Lithin the

world imperialist system, and bearing in mind its divisi.on between dorainar.t
imperialist centres and dominated peripheries, who produces surplus voire
and who "consumes" it? After Lenin had raised this burning issue for tne

first tis», how many tenacious efforts were made to lirait the nature and

scope of the famous "labour aristocracy"ï Let us,for example, consider the
question of the "tertiary". Would the "overdevelopment" of the tertiary
sector and its concentration in the centre of the system be possible without
the super-exploitation in the periphery of the "primary" (pillage of rdiieral
resources and agrarian land) and of the "secondary" (r$te of sumlrr value
considerably^ higher for equivalent productivities - tl/e third World
industries, being also "modern")? In tiiis case, does jtot this over-development
reflect, at least largely, a consumption of surplus value generated on the
world scale? To claim tLiat tiiis "tertiary" is productive because it distribute
incomes, and to measure that productivity by these incomes, would again seem

to be begging the question of vulgar economics. The debate of recent -ears

concerning "unequal exchange" which has led to a reassessment of tuc nature
of the unequal international division of labour, has shown up the ideological
reluctance to draw the ultimate conclusions from the imperialist phenomenon ^



It seens to me characteristic that we liad to wait for the cultural revolution

in China before there vas a re-emergence of the fundamental theses of Capital

concerning the division of labour, the question of whether labour is product-
o/

xve or not, the hierarchy of vages, etc.

ïîiis reluctance clearly shows that there are class interests
at stake. Have hot the "new middle classes" at the centre of the system

a clear awareness of the privileges they derive from imperialism? And in
South Africa, are tlie white "workers" unaware of the brutal real ties
revealed by the figures quoted? Do they not know that the ratio between the
income per head of hiJ.tes and Blacks which was 13:1 in 19Ó0 rose to 14:1
in 1970? Do they not know that socialist production relations would
immediately require a drastic revision of these ratios - whatever the

real or pretended "productivities" - and tiiat the necessary equality the
primary element in any beginning of the transition to socialism, would,
qpon a drastic reduction in their standard of living? What ideological
arguments could convince hem against their obvious class interest? In any

case, I am struck by tie extraordinary similarity between the figures and
ratios typical of present-day South Africa and those of colonial Algeria :

flagrantly, the same proportions between. "Pieds-Noirs" and Algerians.^-*
And also the same ideological discourse about the (Algerian) "nation"

allegedly being shaped (by a mixture of the two populations!) and the
"coiaaon" interests of the "two proletariats". Yet as we know, the affair
en4<jd with the' massive emigration of the Picds-Noirs. Aild if the revolution
of the Algerian people was, according to some, taken over by the petty

bouîgeoisie, was that due to Algerian "nationalism" or to tlie refusal of
tlie so-called communist parties to give up their mistaken strategy concerning
the Pied-Noir "workers"?

In this coiinection, Soutii Africa shows us, in microcosm, a

pic tire of the world imperialist system. In this context, Soutii Africa is



not a ''backward" fora of capitalista but,on the contrary, the liideous picture
of what the vrorld Lmperialist system would increasingly become if it continued
to "develop" according to its own logic. It is in this context that we would
place the debate about the "peculiar" nature of South Africa, The terms

"internal colonialism" or "sufc-inperialism" will inevitably entail futile
semantic disputes unless we give a precise content to these descriptive
terms which are to be understood rather by analogy tlian as rigorous
definitions in themselves.

As a microcosm in the image of tie world system as it is

becoming, South Africa is indeed peculiar. Hat is Why we find there,
3

qualitatively in advance, the future trends of the imperialist syste.ii.

First cli&rac teristic : the world-wide basis (mondialisation ■ of

the productive process, represented here by the merging of the interests of
American, Japanese, European and Soutii African monopolies. The data, quoted-
in- Ann Seidman's contribution, are strilling : 20 % of the iirvestmcr.ts and

profits of the IK monopolies in Africa concern Soutii Africa (if we except

petroleum,the proportion goes up to 60 • and for processing industry, it
is 95 U

Second cliaracteristic : here, in Soutii Africa, local capital is
an equal partner - even if it is "weaker" - whereas elsewhere in the Third
World indigenous capital lias been comprador or "compradorised". In South
Africa, foreign capital has been forced to participate with local capital
in setting up an integrated auto-centred structure and not an externally-
oriented structure as in the Third World, We say forced, because this was

tiie effect of tiie political hegemony of tiie local bourgeoisie (and of its-
State'.
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Third characteristic : the local bourgeoisie implemented this

strate^ collectively, through its State, the major partner of the foreign
monopolies. The State form - highest stage of centralisation of capital -
is here a forerunner of a trend which is also visible elsewhere. And the

"revisionist" type of alliance between this State capital and a fraction of
the "workers" (the Whites who get a share in the consumption of the surplus)
also heralds a trend visible elsewhere, which constitutes the other branch
of the alternative to socialism.

Fourth characteristic : South African capitalism is straight
away entering the imperialist phase which requires it to be expansionist.

For all these reasons, we have sustained the argument that South
Africa is not a periphery. For the periphery has so far been defined by the
absence of these features : (relative) weakness of monopoly investment apart
from the primary export sectors, compradorisation of indigenous capital,
unconsolidated state power, absence of expansionism. In our view, this
applies even to the most "advanced" countries of the Third World, at least
at the present time. The sub-imperialism thesis, propounded by Ruy Mario on
tiie basis of the Brazilian case, and recalled in the contribution by Jane Coles
and Robin Cohen, had the undeniable advantage of stating for the first time
the premises of this discussion concerning the possible future of the
periphery if the system was not broken up by socialist advances. Having gone
from subjection to foreign capital to alliance with it, cannot the State
become stronger here and open the way to an autonomous capitalist development?
Autonomous (not autarkic) capitalism, integrated into a network of inter¬
dependence (no longer qualitatively assyraetrical dependence) erven if it is
unequal interdependence (British capitalism is not the equal of North American
capitalism). Personally, I still exclude tiiis possibility for the Third World
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as a whole, within the foreseeable future. I argue that to think this is
already happeiiing is to maiae a series of major strategic errors in the

struggle. But I do not exclude it "theoretically" or even "practically"
for liraill or Mexico, or Argentina (but still with many qualifications;.
I still exclude it for India, and a fortiori for Iran or Nigeria. I do not

exclude it for South Africa which is already at this advanced stage which
leaves no other alternative but : socialism or barbarism.
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